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Introduction
To many collectors "postal history" means beautiful old folded letters or covers, carefull y

written in a fine hand, sometimes sealed with wax, possibly franked with a classic stamp issu e
and usually covered with a variety of exotic markings . I certainly do not disagree with this
picture since I have collected early Geneva covers for many years . But I suggest that every piece
of mail delivered to our homes and businesses each day is also postal history . Some collector s
of classic material may feel that nothing after 1900 is real postal history . Even Swiss philateli c
exhibitions seem to divide things at the year 1907 -- real postal history is before 1907 an d
modern postal history is all the rest .

Before beginning let me review what I believe to be the definition of postal history ,
whether old or modern . I think postal history is very simply rates, routes and markings, no
more, no less. Thus, a new stamp issue is not postal history, but the new rates that caused th e
stamp issue are very much postal history . (At the end of this article I will stretch my own
definition of postal history . . .but only a little . )

In the following pages I hope to provide a very brief overview of some 20th century Swiss
postal history highlights, based upon the above definitions : rates, routes and markings. There i s
not enough space to address every development of the past century, only to address som e
highlights. The flow is approximately chronological insofar as possible, even though some topic s
are appropriate to the entire century . Along the way I will attempt to note some literature
relevant to modern postal history developments, for those who might wish to know more .

Cancel Machines (Markings)
At the dawn of the 20th century the volume

of mail in the world was increasing dramatically .
Postal administrations around the world wer e
looking for ways to automate mail processing . For
example, Great Britain had cancel machines in
operation from 1857, Germany from 1866 and th e
USA from 1871 . Switzerland began in 1911 to test
in Bern a cancel machine manufactured by th e
International Postal Supply Company of Brooklyn ,
New York (Figure 1) . The story of the early machines is very well told by PTT employee E d
Greminger in the PTT "Postzeitschrift" publication, IX/X 1946 .

(continued on page 8)

Figure 1
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAG E
Do you know the most important thing

about AHPS? Do you know what keeps u s
running as a society? Do you know what
makes collecting Swiss stamps most
interesting? PEOPLE!!! And this month I
want to lift up some names of special people .

First, there are our officers, listed o n
page 2, who continue to do a fine job, each i n
his or her own area . Take note of who they
are. I would note some responsibilities no t
listed: Donn Lueck is our Convention
Coordinator ; Dick Hall writes that incredible
column "Matterhorn Meanderings" for eac h
issue of TELL; and Bob Zeigler has served
informally as our attorney .

Second, the most exciting new
development in years is our website . The
financial support from Harlan and Helen
Stone got us started, and Harlan wrote th e
main text for the site . Our website steering
committee is chaired by George Struble, ou r
webmaster, who works with Dick Hall ,
Gordon Trotter and
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
(continued from page 2) Steve Weston to give
direction . Steve Weston did most of the work
in mounting Bruce Marsden's "Swiss Fondue"
exhibit on the website ; both Bruce and Steve
deserve our appreciation .

Third, our profound gratitude goes to
persons who have slaved to create exhibits .
Recently these have included John F . Barrett ,
Ernest Bergman, Anthony Dewey, Richard
Fath, Greg Galletti, Robert Kinsley, Charles
LaBlonde, Donald Lengacher, Bruce Marsden ,
Michael Peter, Ralph Soderberg, Harlan
Stone, George Struble, and Steve Turchik .
But we should also include our superb
printer, Roland Essig, who exhibit s
underwater philately! Exhibits do more than
anything to keep Swiss philately before the
stamp collecting public, I believe .

Fourth, we note with special
appreciation those dealers who advertise with
us ; they include Ian Gilchrist, Henry Gitner ,
Heinz Katcher, Craig Keplinger, Michael Velez
and Hans Walser . You support them, yes?
They sure help keep our costs down ; thank
you!

Fifth, as a former editor I am
profoundly grateful above all to the authors of
articles for TELL. You saw their names in the
index published in our January issue --
Bergman, Fath, Guinand, Hall, Heath ,
Heissinger, Kaufmann, LaBlonde, MacKenzie ,

Reminder: Our AHPS
2002 Annual Meeting will be at
CHICAGOPEX, November 2-24 . We will
have AHPS members' exhibits, a seminar
Friday afternoon 2 :00 to 5 :00, followed by
an AHPS dinner . Our business meeting
will be Saturday afternoon at 2 :00 .
Sunday morning we have a swap sessio n
at 10:00 . See the May TELL, pages 2-3 for
more details .

For exhibit prospectus an d
application : John Kevin Doyle, 581 5
Lenox Road, Lisle, IL 60532, or doyle
stamps@att .net .

For hotel info/reservations :
Sheraton Chicago Northwest Hotel, 34 0
West Euclid Ave ., Arlington Heights, IL
60005, http ://www.sheraton .com, or 800-
325-3535.

July 2002

Peter, Powers, Stone and Trotter. Their work
is critical to the success of our periodical !
However, we know there are many persons
among our readers who could also do an
article, short or long, simple or complex .
PLEASE GIVE SERIOUS CONSIDERATION T O
WRITING AN ARTICLE FOR THIS, YOU R
MAGAZINE!!!! !

And so, the thanks of the whole societ y
go to these persons who play such an
important role in our philatelic life .

AHPS Auction 123
Prices realized
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

I'm sorry there was insufficient space in the last issue of TELL to list the, then, latest post
office closings . You'll find them at the end of this column, along with the announcements sinc e
the last column .

My friend Bruce Marsden (who is rapidly
becoming my best friend for all the questions
he's feeding me) sent in two questions which I
will try to answer . The first has to do with a
cover he acquired from June 1945 bearing the 1
Fr . Pax stamp and addressed to New Zealand .
(See Figure 1) . Bruce asks about the magenta
hand stamp "O .A .T.", guessing that it stands fo r
"Onward Air Transport", and any other
information which can be gleaned from the
markings on the cover .

First, Bruce is correct in the meaning o f
"O.A.T." This type of handstamp was used when
some leg of the transport of the item other than
the initial leg was to be made by air . In the case of this cover, according to Roland Kohl's "Di e
Schweizerischen Flugpost-Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919", the cover was routed from Bern to Base l
("via Basel 2") where it then traveled by surface means to London . At London it was placed on a
flight to San Francisco (the O .A.T. leg) . In San Francisco it was placed on a ship bound for New
Zealand. Had the letter been sent after July 30, 1945, it could have been flown from Geneva o r
Zurich via Paris to London and would not have needed the O .A .T. handstamp . The franking on
the cover is correct . The surcharge for air mail to New Zealand was 70c for a 5 gram letter ("5
g"), which when added to the 30c base letter rate equals the 1 Fr . postage shown. That was an
interesting time in postal history as the world's airlines were trying to get back into operatio n
after the war . Thanks, Bruce, for a very interesting cover .

For Bruce's second question, let me quote from his e-mail :

"Along with a small selection of Automaten-
Marken, I also acquired a larger selection of apparen t
meter strips with the same indicia design as the
Automaten-Marken but with an adjoining box on the
left containing a town postcode, town name, and date ,
and sometimes additional substation detail such as
"Annahme" or "Depot" or "Mustermesse" . These are
printed on white paper and are mostly dated between
1979 and 1981 . I'm guessing that they are "on demand" postage meter strips issued by
postal clerks at the counter . Can anyone confirm this? Are they collectable or dreck? D o
they merit a page in Swiss Fondue? "

The item to which Bruce refers is shown in Figure 2 . I must admit, I don't know a thing
about this kind of item . I would guess that Bruce is correct in thinking it is a postage meter

strip but I could be wrong. Can one of you help us with this, and do they meri t
a page in our web site's Swiss Fondue collection? [By the way, you reall y
should look at the great job Bruce and Steve Weston did in mounting thi s
collection on our web page . ]

Since my last column, Swiss Post has announced four new K-cancels .
The first of these is K-cancel 1611 from 6676 Bignasco in canton Ticino, show n
in Figure 3 . Bignasco is located on the river Maggia at the junction of the Va l
Bavona and the Val Lavizzara . The Val Bavona, which is mentioned on the K-

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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cancel, is thought to be one of the most attractive alpine valleys . The cancel shows a waterfal l
above the town and the chapel of San Rocco which dates from 1597 . This K-cancel was put into
use on May 2, 2002 .

The remaining three K-cancels are the results of PLZ code changes or name change s
which are detailed in the post office closings section of this column . These cancels are 1659
Rougemont in canton Vaud (K-cancel 243c), 1660 Château-d'Oex also in canton Vaud (K-cance l
314b), and 2068 Hauterive NE in canton Neuchâtel (K-cancel 532a) . All three of these cancels
were placed in service on May 2, 2002 .

K-cancel 243c is the fifth incarnation of a Rougemont cancel, the firs t
version of which was put in service on November 14, 1959 . On January 21 ,
1970, the PLZ 1838 was added to the cancel . Between September 5 and
December 31, 1980, the town celebrated its 900th anniversary by adding th e
words "900 ans" to the cancel. On March 9, 1981, this special cancel wa s
revamped by removing the extra words and became K-cancel 243b . K-cancel
243a and 243b are virtually identical, the only difference I can discern is tha t
the "b" cancel has finer lines and text. As noted below, the "b" cancel was

taken out of service on March 28, 2002, and replaced by the "c" cancel on May 2, 2002 . The K-
cancel, shown in Figure 4, shows the peak La Videmanette (2200 m) and the cable car whic h
runs from Rougemont to this peak .

K-cancel 314b replaces K-cancel 314a, from which it differs only in th e
PLZ, which had been placed in service on January 23, 1988 . [This is one of
those cases where the use of the letter subscripts doesn't quite work . K-cancel
314 is an entirely different design than either "a" or "b" .] As noted below, the
"a" cancel was taken out of service on March 28, 2002, and replaced by the "b "
cancel on May 2, 2002 . Château-d'Oex is the location of the International Hot -
Air Balloon Week and was the lift-off point for the Breitling Orbiter 3 balloon
which made the round-the-world trip in 1999 . The cancel, shown in Figure 5 ,
shows the Reformed church of St-Donant . The church was built on the site of a former château
which was destroyed by fire in 1800 . The Gothic choir and the tower date from the 15t h

Century. The lower parts of the tower were once part of a fortress tower . The mountains in the
background are : the Rüblihorn (2284 m), Rocher à Pointes (2162 m), Rocher Plat (2255 m) ,
Gummfluh (2458 m), and Brecaca (2293 m) .

K-cancel 532a replaces K-cancel 532, from which it differs only in the
addition of the "NE" canton name, which had been placed in service on July 7 ,
1970 . As noted below, the original cancel was taken out of service on Januar y
31, 2002, and replaced by the "a" cancel on May 2, 2002, which is shown i n
Figure 6 . The cancel shows the old school building located on the north side o f
the village square . It was built in 1592 . To the left of the building appears what
seems to be a bunch of grapes denoting the vineyards of the region . To the right
is the coat of arms of the village which are a gold cross on a field of azure blue .

I read an interesting item in the current issue of the SBZ. The presses that were used by
Courvoisier in La Chaux-de-Fonds have been moved to England and the "Helvetia" press at th e
Wertzeichendruckeri in Bern-Ostermundigen will be moved to China later this summer . The
end of an era !

The following is the list of post office closings and other changes . This list includes thos e
announcements which were omitted from my last column plus those announced since then .

1. On December 31, 2001, the following post offices were closed :

6690 Cavergno (canton Ticino) [K-cancel 1004a was last used on that date . ]
6774 Dalpe (canton Ticino) [K-cancel 231b was last used on that date . ]
6773 Prato (Leventina) (canton Ticino) [K-cancel 819a was last used on that date . ]

2. On January 11, 2002, 9010 St . Gallen 10 was closed .

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6
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3. On January 31, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

5708 Birrwil (canton Aargau) [K-cancel 1023 was last used on that date . ]
6935 Bosco Luganese (canton Ticino)
1545 Chevroux (canton Vaud )
2517 Diesse (canton Bern) [K-cancel 980 was last used on that date . ]
1358 Valeyres-sous-Rances (canton Vaud)
2028 Vaumarcus (canton Neuchâtel )

On that date 1041 Bretigny-sur-Morrens (canton Vaud) became 1053 Bretigny-sur-
Morrens, and 2068 Hauterive (canton Neuchâtel) last operated under its old name and resumed
service on February 1, 2002, as 2068 Hauterive NE . [K-cancel 532 was last used on January 31 ,
2002 . ]

4. On February 5, 2002, 1556 Villars-Bramard (canton Vaud) became 1682 Villars-Bramard .

5. On February 28, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

1344 L'Abbaye (canton Vaud) [K-cancel 625a was last used on that date . ]
1149 Berolle (canton Vaud )
3263 Büetigen (canton Bern) [K-cancel 1080 was last used on that date . ]
6936 Cademario Casa di cura
1871 Choëx (canton Valais)
1291 Commugny (canton Vaud) [K-cancel 908 was last used on that date . ]
1098 Epesses (canton Vaud) [K-cancel 283b was last used on that date . ]
3915 Goppenstein (canton Valais )
5625 Kallern (canton Aargau )
1146 Mollens (canton Vaud )
5237 Mönthal (canton Aargau )
2518 Nods (canton Bern) [K-cancel 1386 was last used on that date . ]
1408 Prahins (canton Vaud )
1359 Rances (canton Vaud )
4853 Riken (canton Aargau )
3616 Schwarzenegg (canton Bern )
1138 Villars-sous-Yens (canton Vaud )
6192 Wiggen (canton Luzern)

6. On March 2, 2002, the following post office s
were closed:

6981 Bedigliora (canton Ticino )
6981 Bombinasco (canton Ticino )

7. On March 22, 2002, the post office at 292 5
Buix (canton Jura) closed . [K-cancel 1268 was
last used on that date . ]

8. On March 23, 2002, 1400 Yverdon 1
(canton Vaud) last operated under its old name
and began use on March 25, 2002, under it s
new name, 1400 Yverdon-les-Bains 1

9. On March 28, 2002, the following post
offices were closed :

8547 Gachnang (canton Thurgau) [K -
cancel 922 was last used on that
date . ]

8564 Wäldi (canton Thurgau )

On that date, the following post office s
last used their former PLZ and changed their
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PLZ on March 30, 2002, (from - to) :

1837 Château-d'Oex (canton Vaud) [K-cancel was last used on that date .] to 1660
Château-d'Oex

1831 L'Etivaz (canton Vaud) to 1660 L'Etivaz
1839 Flendruz (canton Vaud) to 1659 Flendru z
1837 Les Moulins (canton Vaud) to 1660 Les Moulin s
1836 Rossinière (canton Vaud) to 1658 Rossinièr e
1838 Rougemont (canton Vaud) [K-cancel 243b was last used on that date .] to 1659

Rougemont

10. On March 30, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

6661 Auressio (canton Ticino )
6661 Berzona (canton Ticino )
7113 Camuns (canton Graubünden )
6663 Comologno (canton Ticino )
6611 Crana (canton Ticino)
6611 Gresso (canton Ticino )
8574 Illighausen (canton Thurgau )
6365 Kehrsiten (canton Nidwalden) [K-cancel 157a was last used on that date . ]
6213 Knutwil (canton Luzern )
6216 Mauensee (canton Luzern) [K-cancel 1330 was last used on that date . ]
1662 Moléson-Village (canton Fribourg)
6611 Mosogno (canton Ticino)
7115 Surcasti (canton Graubünden)
6664 Vergeletto (canton Ticino) [K-cancel 1189a was last used on that date . ]

11. On April 27, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

6981 Biogno-Beride (canton Ticino)
7050 Innerarosa (canton Graubünden )

12. On April 30, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

8243 Altdorf (canton Schaffhausen)
5505 Brunegg (canton Aargau )
7215 Fanas (canton Graubünden) [K-cancel 1015 was last used on that date . ]
3557 Fankhaus (Trub) (canton Bern) [K-cancel 367a was last used on that date . ]
1809 Fenil-sur-Corsier (canton Vaud )
8896 Flumbserberg Bergheim (canton St . Gallen) [K-cancel 1344 was last used on tha t

date . ]
8242 Hofen (canton Schaffhausen )
1854 Leysin 2 (canton Vaud) [K-cancel 196a was last used on that date . ]
1613 Maracon (canton Vaud )
1317 Orny (canton Vaud)
2711 Le Prédame (canton Jura)
4953 Schwarzenbach (Huttwil) (canton Bern )

On that date, the following post offices last used their former PLZ and changed their PLZ
on May 1, 2002, (from - to) :

1664 Epagny (canton Fribourg) to 1663 Epagny
1662 Pringy (canton Fribourg) to 1663 Pringy
1261 St-George (canton Vaud) to 1188 St-Georg e
3969 Varen (canton Valais) to 3953 Varen [K-cancel 1537 was last used on that date . ]

On that same date, the post office at 1854 Leysin 1 (canton Vaud) changed its name an d
reopened on May 1, 2002, as 1854 Leysin .

13. On May 4, 2002, the post office at 1696 Vuisternens-en-Ogoz (canton Fribourg) was closed .
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20th Century Swiss Postal History - An Overvie w
(continued from page 1 )

Following the successful Bern test ,
the PTT installed machines at other large
post offices . The technology of the machines
increased, from electro-mechanical monster s
to the ultra-sophisticated, high-speed ma -
chines in use today, all controlled by com-
puters (Figure 2) .

It did not take long for the PIT t
o discover the value of using machine cancels a s

advertising, for everything from telephones and postal checking accounts to sporting events an d
conferences . The PTT and the Schweizerischer Verein der Poststempelsammler (SVPS) have or-
ganized the machine postmarks into categories and given each cancel a number to aid collec-
tors. For machine postmark collectors the SVPS Handbook is a necessity . The marks
themselves as well as the evolution of machine types and technology make a fascinating modern
postal history collection .

World War I (Routes, Rates & Markings )
War disrupts the normal flow of mail .

From a postal history perspective wartime mai l
is generally very interesting because of thes e
disruptions . Postal administrations hav e
proven to be very clever and resourceful in
dealing with the mail during wars, when the
routes can change often and addresses often
mean little. Figure 3 is a fine example of WW I
mail that ran into trouble . It was sent from the
Geneva Red Cross Prisoner of War Agency
(postage free) to Alsace in 1914, censored i n
Mülhausen, then returned because the delivery
area was occupied by the enemy. The study of
wartime postal history is an excellent field for
research, as many questions still remai

n unanswered. I will say more about this below
under World War II .

Postage Rates (Rates )
Postage rates are central to any postal history collection, old or modern . In Switzerland,

as in most countries, postage rates increased steadily during the 20th century . The current in-
terest in postal history has been very good for collectors, as many excellent tables of Swis s
postal rates have appeared in recent handbooks and catalogs . I especially
like the small postage rate handbooks published by the Kommission für
Jugendphilatelie (ZACK) . When buying any cover, the first consideratio n
should be," Is the franking correct?"

I inject postal rates here in my story because of the interesting rat e
increases immediately following World War I . Prior to this time rates had
been relatively stable . But with the price of everything rising the PTT
could not meet its obligations and the result was inevitable .

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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I have always been fasci-
nated by the 7 1/2 centime rate
for internal postcards . The rate
went into effect on 1 January
1918 and ended just 3 years
later (Figure 4) . The obvious
question at the time was
whether one could purchase a
single stamp or a single post -
card, since there was no 1/2 cen-
time coin . On 26 December
1917 the PTT issued a bulletin
saying that the stamps and
cards had to be purchased tw o
at a time. Anyone absolutely
insisting on purchase of on e
stamp or one card could pay 8
centimes! The next PTT bulletin
noted, "The extra '/2 centime
simply goes into petty cash!"
Bureaucratic accounting is so
simple !

Airmail (Routes, Rates ,
Markings)

Airmail in Switzerland
started shortly after World War
I and airmail has been a very
exciting area for 20th century
Swiss postal history collectors .
This is true because airmail
brings to bear all three aspects
of postal history -- rates, route s
and markings . Some enthusi-
asts see airmail as a totall y
separate collecting area, per-
haps under the name "aeropostal history" but I think of airmail as an integral part of the large r
postal history picture .

The period of pioneering flights was exciting (and dangerous for the early pilots) becaus e
everyone wanted to go faster, higher and far-
ther . Besides first flights and the beginning o f
regular service between cities, there were nu-
merous air shows (Flug Meetings) at the larger
airports to advertise and promote flying (Figur e
5) . Detractors sometimes note that these early
cards and covers are to be shunned as artificia l
and philatelic nonsense. Whatever you

r personal position, the early airmail cards and cov-
ers recognize and document an exciting era .

Throughout the 20th century, th e
growth of airmail and air travel has been well
documented by flight covers and this continue s
even today as new aircraft serve new routes .

Figure 5
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After World War II long range intercontinenta l
air traffic really expanded . Figure 6 shows th e
TWA first flight from Geneva to Cairo in 1946 ( I
had to add this cover since my wife flew with
TWA for 41 years) . Collectors of Swiss airmai l
postal history are very fortunate to have avail -
able the 716-page Swiss Luftpost Handbuch, in
which everything is cataloged

League of Nations/United Nations
(Markings )

Also shortly after World War I the
League of Nations was founded in Geneva .
From a postal perspective this was almost as i f
a new country had been founded within Swit -
zerland . The SdN had, and now the UNO, has its own stamps and its own post office . But the
history of the UNO and at least part of its postal history has always been intertwined with Swit-
zerland . There is also a regular Swiss post office at the UNO, not very friendly to philatelists I

discovered (Figures 7 and 8) . I
know UN collectors who care noth-
ing about Swiss postal history but
who collect everything that come s
out of Geneva. For me, as a long
time fan of Geneva postal history, I
like to believe the UNO and its
agencies are an integral part o f
Swiss Postal history .

Automobile Post Offices (Markings, Routes )

Just prior to World War II the Swiss PTT had a
bright idea: "Let's take the post office to the people . "
So, with a small fleet of bright yellow buses the PT T
put on a great show for 63 years . Wherever there
was a trade show, an auto show, a fair, a market or a
festival there was the PTT with a mobile post offic e
and a nice postmark for the event (Figure 9) . This is
all over now ; the mobile post offices got old and th e
PTT budget got tight . But the postmarks are still
very collectible, well-cataloged and are very much a
part of Swiss 20th century postal history. Mr . Bali-
mann has published many fine articles over the
years on the postal history of these post offices o n
wheels .

World War II (Rates, Routes, Markings )

From a Swiss postal history perspective World War II may be the most interesting an d
challenging time of the 20th century . Even a half-century after the war, research continues an d
new discoveries are being made as previously secret archives become available . No two wartime
covers are ever exactly the same. Despite being an island in the middle of the Europe, Switzer-
land managed, with only brief interruptions, to retain postal contact with the outside world .

Figure 6

Figure 8Figure 7

Figure 9
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The Swiss World War II postage rates were actually quite simple . Surface mail cost 3 0

centimes for a 20-gram letter . Mailers paid a surcharge above this basic rate for airmail service .

For North America, at the outset of the war the airmail surcharge was 50 centimes per 5 grams .

This increased to 60 centimes per 5 grams on 1 January 1940 and to 70 centimes per 5 grams

on 1 March 1941 . Rates for other parts of the world followed a similar pattern .

The World War II mail routes from Switzerland were very complex and changed frequentl y
during the war, especially at the Swiss end . Most of the routes to the west, both surface and air ,
led to Lisbon, the terminus of the Pan American Airways (PAA) transatlantic route as well as th e

transit point for much ship mail to the west .

Early in the war surface mail could be trans -
ported to Genoa by rail, then by ship to Lisbon (or pos-
sibly all the way to North America on Swiss ships) .
Airmail could pass through Rome on its way to Lisbo n
or, so long as the south of France was not occupied b y
the Germans, this mail could be transported by rai l
from Geneva to Lisbon where it would connect with the
PAA flights . Figure 10 shows a letter marked for the
Geneva route only (to avoid possible Axis censorship in
Italy) .

Following the complete occupation of France by
Germany (November 1942), airmail was transported to
Stuttgart by Swissair and transferred to Lufthansa fo r
the trip to Berlin for censorship, then to Lisbon. Late in the war, following the end of Swissair
flights to Germany, the mail went by train to Berlin, then by air to Sweden and Scotland .

As France was liberated mail service again became possible by rail from Switzerland t o

Cherbourg and by ship to Great Britain for onward air transport to the west. Finally, direct air -
mail service was restored on the regular air routes from Geneva and Zürich to Paris and London.

Figure 1 0
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Throughout the war, Switzerland used a wide variety of markings (both official and private) t o
direct mail from its city of origin to the correct collection and border crossing points . Private
citizens as well as businesses were very clever at staying abreast the latest routing develop-
ments .

World War II mail from Switzerland passed through many hands, most of which censored
it. The British Empire had a very efficient worldwide censorship organization. Of specia

l interest are the letters "condemned" by the British and not delivered until the war ended. On the
Axis side, Italy did not censor Swiss transit mail, but Germany did .

The postal history of World War II has been well documented by many writers and ne w
books are still appearing . Mail from Switzerland to GB, Canada and the USA has been the sub-
ject of a 14-part series by this author in the Bulletin of the Civil Censorship Study Group (an d
TELL) during the past three years .

K Cancellations (Markings )
Starting in 1942 the PTT allowed Swiss towns t o

put their picture on mail in the form of a Kurort or K
cancel. These pictorial postmarks are tiny works of art
and have always been much loved by collectors . The
villages using the postmarks were very fussy about
their image . In Villars-sur-Ollon, for example, the first
version of the K cancel showed some small clouds over
the mountains. But the town wanted to project a to -
tally sunny image and asked that the clouds be re -
moved . This led to the famous K 13 / K 13a situatio n
(Figure 11) and created what may be the rarest K cancel .

Once again, thanks to the SVPS, the K cancels are very well analyzed and cataloged in th e
superb 1998 "Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel Schweiz/Liechtenstein . " Many philatelists are
active collectors of K cancels .

This article will conclude in the September TELL .

Our sister society, the Helvetia Society of Great Britain, no w
has a website : www.swiss-stamps .org.uk They did not pla-
giarize our web address, but reached their decision inde-
pendently. Great minds . . . Check out their site .

Figure 1 1
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Beans, Bananas, and Snakes
Plate Varieties on Swiss Photogravure Stamp s

Part 6 - The Pro Patria Issues of 1940 : The 10c + 5c Valu e

by Richard T. Hall

The Pro Patria issue of March 20, 1940
The first wartime issue printed by Courvoisier was the Pro Patria -

Historic Monuments issues of 1940 . The message of this set was a not
too subtle reminder to the Swiss of the sacrifices of their predecessors i n
defending Switzerland from foreign invasions . The 10c value reminds the
Italian-speaking Swiss of an important battle which took place in canton
Ticino .

The 10c Battle of Giornico issue
The battle of Giornico between the Swiss Confederates and the

forces of the Duke of Milan took place on December 28, 1478, near thi s
town in the Valle Leventina . The Valle Leventina runs from the southern
end of the Gotthard Pass to the city of Bellinzona and was therefore an
important trade route to the Italian peninsula . The canton of Uri - with the help of Luzern ,
Zürich, and Schwyz - had laid seige to the town of Bellinzona which was under the control of the
Duke of Milan. The seige failed and the Confederate forces retreated back up the Valle Lev-
entina, leaving a rear guard of about 175 soldiers . The Duke of Milan had sent a relief force of
10,000 men to lift the siege of Bellinzona . This force met up with the Confederates and the Bat-
tle of Giornico ensued . The 175 Confederate soldiers were reinforced by about 425 Leventiners ,
thus raising the Swiss forces to around 600 men - facing 10,000! The Swiss took to the height s
and rained boulders and logs down on the Milanese forces . The panicked Milanese retreate d
back down the valley. The Milanese lost around 1400 men to 50 for the Swiss . The stamp
shows the monument in Giornico commemorating the battle . It is a very good visual description
of how the Swiss defeated the Milanese . I have no further details on the sculptor or when the
monument was dedicated .

Zumstein lists a few varieties for this stamp :

4.2.01a Bright spot next to th e
CR of CROCE (position
D7, sheet A112, stamp
8)

4 .2 .0 lb Bright spot under the
NA of FESTA NAZION -
ALE (position K/L3 ,
sheet A112, stamp 16 )

	

4 .2 .02

	

Bright bordered colored
dot next to the OL of
COLLETTA

	

(position
H/J1,

	

sheet

	

C112 ,
stamp 16)

4.3 .01 Retouch on the left
edge of the boulder
(position H2, shee t
C112, stamp 6 )

(continued on page 16)
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AHPS Auction 124
This sale features another nice selection of classic Swiss stamps, and still more of thos e

ever-popular soldier stamps . There are a variety of other items, including a couple of stamples s

covers -- truly something for everyone! . Have fun, and remember our watchwords : bid early,
high and often!

The first catalog number in the description is Zumstein (where appropriate), followed b y
Scott (Sc ) as appropriate . Catalog value is taken from Zumstein 2000 Specialized Volumes 1
and 2, and converted to dollars at the rate SFr . 1 = US$ 0 .60 . The soldier stamps are

exceptions; they are listed and priced according to the Sulser catalog .

Closing date for bids in this auction is August 1, 2002. Please send bids to Gordon

Trotter by one of the following means : On-line via the AHPS web site www.swiss-stamps .org .

Mail : 10626 Fable Row, Columbia, MD 21044 . FAX : 410-740-7215 . On-line bids are
preferred and will be acknowledge d

All of the lots are illustrated on the Internet via the AHPS web site www.swiss-stamps.org

The deadline for submitting lots for Auction 125 is September 15, 2002 .

Lot# Description
Cat .
Val. $

Min .
Bid $

1 16II (Sc 8) T19 A2 LU with large blue P .P. cancel, 3 margins, fine ,
Zeigler certificate

261 8 0

2 16II (Sc 8) T30 A2 LO with red P .D. cancel plus pen stroke, 3 margins ,
cut in at top, Zeigler certificate

261 6 5

3 16II (Sc 8) T21 A3 LU with blue grid cancel, 3 margins, fine, Zeigle r
certificate

465 13 5

4 16II (Sc 8) T23 B LU, blue grid cancel, 4 margins (3 wide), VF, Zeigle r
certificate

198 80

5 16II (Sc 8) T40 D LO, blue grid cancel, almost 4 margins, barely
touches top right, F-VF, Zeigler certificate

102 40

6 16II (Sc 8) T9 E LU, black grid cancel, 4 wide margins incl . 2+ cut
lines, XF, Zeigler certificate

102 50

7 21G-26G (Sc 35-40)

	

3-4 margin copies all with nice CDS, 2rp shows
margin of adjacent stamp

639 17 5

8 35 (Sc 48) fine, Vevey double circle cancel 120 3 5

9 36A (Sc 50b) gold-bronze/red brown shade, Luzern(?) 10VI67 CDS, has
small tear left side, VF appearance, Berra-Gautschy certificate

330 3 5

10 42A (Sc 58) VF, boxed GENE . . . /TRAN . . . cancel 120 48

11 67A (Sc 83) * part OG F-VF 81 2 5

12 68C (Sc 95v) wide form of cross in oval, 15MRS95 cancel, F-VF 45 1 5

13 69E (Sc 84b) fine used 25 8

14 71B (Sc 93) Neumunster 7X89 CDS, all perfs intact, F-VF 75 30

15 71C (Sc 87a) wide form of cross in oval, thin and crease, * F-V F
appearance

660 70

16 72A (Sc 88) * trace of OG, VF 150 50

17 89A (Sc 108a) boxed Neingen(?) cancel, VF 144 50

18 89B (Sc 108) 7VI05 CDS, F-VF 11 4

19 93B (Sc 112a) * perfs touch top, avg.-fine 84 25
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20 93B (Sc 112a) Kapp . . . CDS, F-VF 7 3

21 97A (Sc 122) boxed AARAU/22SPTO . ./FAHRPAU . . . cancel, fine 42 1 5

22 100B (Sc 125) 14X08 CDS, F-VF 42 1 5

23 362RM, 364LRM, 368-9LRM (Sc 389a, 391a, 395a-6a )
with control number * NH VF

coil

	

strips of 5 45 1 8

24 391-4RM (Sc 397A, 398A, 399A, 399B) coil strips of 5 with control
number * NH VF

75 30

25 D II 65-75 (Sc 037-47) * LH VF 30 1 2

26 P21DN (Sc J27v) wide cross in oval, Bern . . .99 CDS, perfs touch 12 4
bottom, avg.

27 P22DK (Sc J28v) wide cross in oval, FAHRP . AUFG. 11II93 CDS, F-VF 15 6

28 W I/20 (Sc B402-5) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

29 W I/21 (Sc B410-3) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

30 W I/22 (Sc B418-21) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

31 W I/23 (Sc B426-9) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

32 W I/24 (Sc B434-7) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

33 W I/25 (Sc B443-6) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

34 W I/26 (Sc B451-4) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

35 W I/27 (Sc B459-62) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

36 W I/28 (Sc B467-70) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

37 W I/29 (Sc B475-8) Pro Juventute complete booklet * NH VF 12 5

38 W III 35 (Sc 352a) * NH VF 90 36

39 Stampless cover with ornate Bellinzona 19JUIN 1846 CDS to Schwyz ,
with crayon "to collect" numbers

4

40 Stampless cover with ornate Lenzburg blue 16FEVR1843 CDS
Wohlen, with crayon "to collect" numbers

to 4

SOLDIER STAMPS (per Sulser )

41 Kommandostabe 8/1, 9/1, 10/1 * NH VF 150

42 52/5 * NH VF 30 2 5

43 52/6 * NH VF 36 3 0

44 Artillerie 113c/4 * NH VF 36 27 .50

45 113c/4 * NH VF (identical lot) 36 27 .50

46 Flieger 52/1 * NH VF 60

47 Grenztruppen 11/2, six progressive impressions + proof, * LH VF 7 5

48 120/3 * NH VF 30 2 5

49 180/1 * NH F-VF 5 5

50 Infanterie 20p/4 * NH VF 7 5

51 168/6 * NH VF 36 30

52 190b/3 * NH VF sheet of 6 diff . 36 30

53 190b/4 * NH VF sheet of 6 diff. 75 62 .50
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54 336b/2 * NH VF printed on reverse of F . Art . Abt . 13 90 7 5

55 Radfahrer 3, five progressive impressions, * LH VF 4 0

56 Sanitat 55/3 * NH VF 48 40

57 Telegraphen-Pioniere 42/6 * NH VF 45 37 .50

58 Territorial-Truppen 6/ 1 * NH VF 48 40

59 105/6 * NH VF 60 50

60 297a/6 centered fieldpost cancel 30 20

61 298a/6 * LH VF 30 20

Matterhorn Meanderings
(continued from page 7)

13. On May 4, 2002, the post office at 1696 Vuisternens-en-Ogoz (canton Fribourg) was closed .

On that date, the post office at 3601 Thun Bälliz (canton Bern) changed its name and
reopened on May 6, 2002, as 3601 Thun 1 Bahnhofplatz .

14. On May 5, 2002, the following post offices were closed :

1697 La Joux (canton Fribourg )
1776 Montagny-la Ville (canton Fribourg )
4911 Schwarzhäusern (canton Bern )
1085 Vulliens (canton Vaud )

That should do it for this time . Take Bruce Marsden's example and send me your
questions . My snail mail and e-mail addresses are given on page 2 of TELL.

Beans, Bananas, and Snakes
(continued from page 13)

4.4 .01a "Y-shaped" flaw under the second O of DONO (position A/B3, sheet B112, stamp 23 )

4.4 .01b "Y-shaped" flaw on the N of CONFOEDERATIO (position L/M3, sheet C112, stamp 4 )

4.4 .03

	

"Halo" flaw on the left portion of the boulder (position H2, F/ G3, sheet C112, stamp 5 )

4.4 .04a "Banana" flaw to the right of the OL of COLLETTA (position J1/2, sheet D112, stamp
22 )

4.4 .04b "Banana" flaw on the neck of the warrior (position C/D5, sheet C112, stamp 10 )

Herr Kubli lists no additional varieties in his catalog, however, Boos and Lifart list tw o
additional varieties in their SBZ article (6/7 1997) :

1. Vertical black scratch on the warrior's arm into the boulder (position E/G4, unknow n
sheet, unknown stamp)

2. Horizontal black scratch from the first T of COLLETTA into the boulder (position Fl/4 ,
unknown sheet, unknown stamp )

In the next installment we'll look at the 20c + 5c value commemorating the Battle of Calven .
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